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I ) Language form and meaning

A) Vocabulary

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d :- ( 4 x 2 = 8 )

1- 1- I want to …………….. my dream house near the sea.

a- sit b- build c-sleep d- choose 

2- Ayman feels very …………………..because he wears  a tight shoes.

a- icy b- useful c- snowy d- uncomfortable

3- When you watch news you get lot of………………………

a-writer b- information c- dust d- road

4- My uncle’s room is ……………………..so he goes up.

a- downstairs b- outside c- inside d- upstairs

B) Grammar

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d :- ( 3 x 2 = 6 )

1- They didn't ………………. modern shops in the past.

a- have             b- had                     c- having        d- has

2- This film is …………….scary. I will choose another one.

a-too b-to c-enough d- for

3- What is the weather......................in Kuwait in Autumn?

a-likes b- like c- liked d- was like



II )  Reading Comprehension

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

Scientists have been inventing things for years. Those inventions have made 
life easy and simple. In the past, people lived a hard life. There weren't any air 
conditioners to keep their homes cool in summer or to keep them warm in winter. 
There were no washing machines or fridges. Before inventing the plane, most 
people traveled by cars, boats, and trains. Today, airplanes help people travel to 
long distances faster and easier. Before inventing the telephone, people kept in 
touch by writing letters or talking to each other face to face. Today, they can send 
messages using mobiles. They can chat with other people all over the world 
through the net. 
Computers have made it easy for people to get information, do researches, play 
games or take photos. Inventions have made our life easy, simple and more 
comfortable. 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 

1- What is the best title for the passage? 

a) Great Inventions                      b) Famous People 
c) Computers                               d) Science 

2- The opposite of the word " hard " in the 1st paragraph means: 
a) easy                                                   b) simple 
c) difficult                                              d) comfortable 

3- The pronoun" they " in the 2nd paragraph refers to? 
a) mobiles                                         b) people 
c) researches                                    d) messages 

4- How did people travel before inventing the plane? 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
5- What is a computer used for? 
.......................................................................................................................................... 



III ) Writing

A) Write a paragraph of 5 sentences with the help of the picture and the 
guide words:

hobby – book fair - see – kinds – buy - story books - interesting
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B)Fill in the missing letters in the following words:- ( 4x 1= 4 )

Exposition of ideas ,  paragraphing 

& number of sentences
Spelling & Grammar

Handwriting, spacing 

& punctuation
Grand Total

6 2 2 10

……………. ……………. ……………. …………….
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1- It's……………….to	play	with	fire.

a)	dangerous					 b)dark																c)	sad																d)	snowy

2- Roads	are	always………….in	Canada	in	winter.	

a)careful																							b)icy						c)	dark																							d)dusty	

3-Be	careful!	The	car	is	moving,	put	the	…………..on

a)brake						 b)truck																		c)storm																d)coat

4- I	do	not	like	sitting	on	this	chair	.It	is	…………

a)	difficult												b)scary													c)comfortable								d)uncomfortable

5-In	a	dust	storm	you	should	cover	your	eyes,	nose	and	mouth	with……….

a)	cloth														b)dust																	c)brake														d)information

1- Yesterday,	my	father………………his	car	very	fast.

a)	drove															b)	drives																	c)	driving																d)	drive		

2- Pupils	should…………………….hard	at	school.	

a)	work																			b)	works																c)worked																					d)	working	

3- She………………to	study	hard	yesterday.

a)	had																					b)	have																								c)	does															d)	could		

4-You	might	……….dust	in	your	eyes	and	mouth.

a)	got																	b)get																								c)gets																				d)getting

5-If	you	are	driving	the	car	when	a	dust	storm	arrives;	you	………move	the	car	off	the	road.

a)should														b)should	not						 c)can	not													d)must



6- There	might……….a	dust	storm.

a)am																					b)is																									c)be																		d)are

10-It	never……………in	summer.

a-rain															 b- rains																		 c-raining																	 d-rained

11-We	should………….warm	clothes	in	winter.

a-wears													 b-wearing													 c-wear																				 d-is	wearing		

12-We	have	to	………………carefully	on	icy	roads.

a- drive												 b- drives															 c- driving																 d-drove

13- Last	night,	I	had	to…………early.

a- sleeping									 b- slept																	 c-sleep																 d-sleeps

14-Yesterday	was	very	dark	and	I	…………	see	anything.

a-could												 b- couldn't										 c- can																					 d-can’t

15- There	might	…………….	a	dust	storm.

a-is																				 b-be																			 c- was																										 d-are															

16-If	you	are	ill,	you	should…………..to	the	doctor.

a-go																		 b-going															 c-goes																										 d- went												

17-Dust	storms	and	snow	storms	can………….dangerous.

a-are																								 b-be																								 c-is																				 d- were

18-We	must	……….hard.	Our	exam	will start	tomorrow.

a-study																			 b-studies																		 c-studying								 d-studied



Shopping
I like shopping very much. It is my favourite hobby. I go shopping at the weekend. I go with 
my Family. We buy clothes, shoes and food.
My Favourite Mall
The Gate is my favourite mall. There are many modern shops. You can buy clothes, shoes 
and toys. I always go there with my family. We can rest and have drinks in the coffee shop.
Al-Mubarakiya
I like Al-Mubarakiya Souq very much. We buy everything there. We go to the fish market to 
buy fish. We buy fruit and vegetable at the Fruit and vegetable market. My mother buys 
necklaces at the gold market.
School
My school is my favourite place. I study many subjects at school. We study English, Arabic, 
Science and Maths. My teachers are kind. I read books in the school library.
Dickson House
Dickson House is an old house in old Kuwait. It shows how people lived in the past. There 
are 30 rooms in Dickson House. There is a big hall and some stairs. We can see a large yard 
behind the house. I’d like to visit it.
Life in the Past
Life was simple in the past. People lived in small houses. They ate fish and fresh vegetables. 
They didn’t have electricity. There used paraffin lamps. They slept on the roof at hot nights.

A Holiday in Canada
Last holiday, I went to Canada. I went with my family. We went by plane. The weather was 
cold and icy. We went skiing in the mountains. It was a nice holiday.
Snow Storm
Snow storm is very dangerous. Snow storms happen in cold countries like Canada. Streets are 
icy. Driving is very dangerous. People usually have a mobile phone, gloves, a blanket and hot 
drinks in the car.
Dust Storm
Dust storm is very dangerous. It arrives suddenly. It happens in the desert. It is 
uncomfortable. You should cover your mouth and nose with a cloth. You shouldn’t drive in 
the dust storm.
Weather in Kuwait
The weather in Kuwait is cool in winter. It is very hot and sunny in summer. Dust storms 
always happen in summer. It is very uncomfortable. Driving is dangerous in dust storm.
Books
I like reading books very much. They give use useful information. There are many kinds of 
books. I like reading storybooks. I don’t like scary books. The Quran is my favourite book. I 
read books at school and home.
Book Fair
I like reading very much. I go to the book fair every year. I can buy different kinds of books. 

My mother helps me choose good books. I buy storybooks. Abdul-Aziz Hussein is my 
favourite Kuwaiti writer.


